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Laser-assisted bremsstrahlung for circular and linear polarization
Stephan Schnez, Erik Lötstedt, Ulrich D. Jentschura, and Christoph H. Keitel
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany
共Received 8 January 2007; published 18 May 2007兲
We numerically evaluate the cross sections for spontaneous bremsstrahlung emission in a laser field for both
circular and linear laser polarization, in a regime where the classical ponderomotive energies for the considered
laser intensities are considerably larger than the rest mass of the electron. A fully relativistic quantumelectrodynamic approach using the Volkov solutions of an electron in an external field and Dirac-Volkov
propagators for the intermediate electrons is applied. We compare circular to linear polarization and point out
several interesting features of the laser-dressed cross sections. Regularizations in both electron and photon
propagators are required. Specifically, imaginary mass and energy shifts of the electron must be implemented
near resonances which correspond to Doppler-shifted harmonics of the laser frequency. We also introduce a
screening to the Coulomb potential in order to avoid long-range Coulomb infinities at zero momentum transfer.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.75.053412

PACS number共s兲: 34.80.Qb, 41.60.Cr, 42.55.⫺f

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-assisted processes in atomic physics have drawn
considerable attention since the emergence of the first lasers
in the 1960s. This interest is due to the newly discovered and
exciting features of laser-matter interaction such as abovethreshold ionization 关1,2兴 and higher harmonic generation
关3,4兴. A detailed description of the historic steps of theory
and experiments leading to the status quo can be found in the
review paper 关5兴. In view of today’s high-intensity lasers, the
classical ponderomotive energy of an electron or an equivalent particle in the laser field can be of the order of or even
much larger than its rest mass. Thus, it is inevitable to employ a fully relativistic, quantum-electrodynamic approach to
describe laser-matter interactions adequately in the strong
field domain.
The first laser-assisted processes which were studied using quantum electrodynamics 共QED兲 were first-order processes: laser-induced Compton scattering 关6–8兴 and laserassisted Mott scattering 关9,10兴. The next obvious step was to
consider second-order processes. The first process of this
kind to be considered in the literature was laser-assisted
electron-electron scattering 共Møller scattering, see Refs.
关11–13兴兲. We should also mention that higher-order QED effects in static magnetic and electric fields have been intensely studied, see e.g., 关14–16兴. Recently there has also
been proposals that laser-driven particles can show signatures of the Unruh effect 关17–19兴.
In this paper, we treat another second-order process in an
external laser field, namely laser-assisted bremsstrahlung. In
关20兴, a first discussion of this process in the limit of a nonrelativistic electron was given. Another interesting case
which is related to laser-assisted bremsstrahlung is an electron which is bound in a Coulomb field and exposed to a
circularly polarized electromagnetic field. This also leads to
spontaneous emission of radiation 关21,22兴. A formalism for
the extension of the calculation of laser-assisted bremsstrahlung to the relativistic regime using QED was given in 关23兴
for the first time and again in 关24,25兴; however, no actual
evaluation of the resulting cross section was carried out. In a
preceding paper 关26兴, a numerical approach for the evalua1050-2947/2007/75共5兲/053412共12兲

tion of the bremsstrahlung cross section in a linearly polarized field was developed. Here, we take a further step ahead
and compare the cross sections for linear and circular polarization. In principle, we would expect not only quantitative
but also qualitative differences in the cross section, because
for linear polarization the classical electron trajectory is described by a zigzag-like trajectory, whereas the classical trajectory is similar to a helix in the circular case 关27兴. Bremsstrahlung is described by the two Feynman diagrams in
Fig. 1.
In the first one, the initial electron first interacts with the
Coulomb field and then emits the bremsstrahlung photon.
The situation is reversed in the second diagram. Since there
is no possibility to experimentally distinguish which of the
two processes takes place, both amplitudes must be added up
coherently. The laser-dressed electron is taken into account
in the usual way, i.e., by using the Volkov solutions 关28,29兴
of the Dirac equation in an external plane wave field.
The calculation of second-order processes implies the
treatment of a propagator. For bremsstrahlung, we encounter
an electron propagator 共see Fig. 1兲, in contrast to a photon
propagator as in Møller scattering. Since the virtual photons
cannot interact with the laser photons unless virtual excitations of the electron-positron field are considered, the free
photon propagator is a good approximation. However, in the
bremsstrahlung case, the intermediate electron interacts
strongly with the photons of the intense laser field. The free
electron propagator is not a suitable choice as it is intuitively
clear and demonstrated numerically in 关26兴. We implement

FIG. 1. The two Feynman diagrams describing laser-assisted
bremsstrahlung emission in a Coulomb field. The external laser
field is denoted by the nonstandard notation of a zigzag line, the
virtual Coulomb photon is drawn as a dashed line. Time evolves
from left to right.
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the full, laser-dressed electron propagator in our formalism
by using certain expressions derived in 关30–32兴.
It should be mentioned that the cross section we derive is
a generalization of the well-known bremsstrahlung cross section first derived by Bethe and Heitler in Ref. 关33兴. We expect our results to agree with the Bethe-Heitler cross section
in the limit of a vanishing laser field, while even qualitative
differences are expected as the laser is “turned on.”
From laser physics with bound electrons we know that
recollision effects are essential to explain above-threshold
ionization and higher-harmonic generation. According to the
three-step model 关34兴, an atom is ionized by a laser in a first
step. In the second step, the free electron is accelerated classically in the laser field and recollides with the nucleus in the
third and final step. This recollision generates the radiation.
The question arises whether we must consider recollision
effects in laser-assisted bremsstrahlung as well. As we show
in Appendix B below, this is not the case for an electron with
a ponderomotive energy of the order of its rest mass because
the radiation pressure inhibits any conceivable recollision of
the electron with the nucleus.
In this paper, we use the same conventions and notations
as in 关26兴. In particular, we apply natural units with ប = c
= ⑀0 = 1. The fine-structure constant is ␣ = e2 / 共4兲. The fourvector product is denoted by a dot: a · b = gab = a0b0
− a · b with the metric tensor g = diag共1 , −1 , −1 , −1兲. For the
Feynman dagger, we use the following notation: F̂ = F · ␥.
The more conventional notation of a slash for denoting the
Feynman dagger as in p” is not suitable for some capital letters employed here. For example, A” is hard to read and could
lead to some confusion. The Dirac adjoint is denoted by the
¯ = ␥0⌳†␥0 for
standard notation ū = u†␥0 for a bispinor u and ⌳
a 共4 ⫻ 4兲-matrix ⌳. The electron mass and charge are given
by m and e = −兩e兩, respectively.
The outline of this paper is the following. First, we will
extensively discuss the cross section for circular polarization
in Sec. II A. Then, we will shortly point out the main differences of linear polarization compared to the circular case in
Sec. II B. After this theoretical part, we will present results of
our numerical evaluations: the imaginary mass shift is
treated in Sec. III A, different spectra are shown in Sec.
III B, and some rather curious phenomena occurring in the
differential cross section are discussed in Sec. III C. Concluding remarks are reserved for Sec. IV.

 = k · x.

We work in the radiation gauge so that we have two real
laser polarization vector ⑀1 and ⑀2 with ⑀0i = 0, k · ⑀i = 0, and
⑀i · ⑀ j = −␦ij 共i , j = 1 , 2兲. In this section, we only consider circular polarization. Then, we especially find that A2 is a constant, A2 = −a2. The initial and final electron states in the laser
field are described by wave functions i,f which fulfill the
Dirac equation with an external potential coupled to it:
关iˆ − eÂ共兲 − m兴i,f 共x兲 = 0.

 p,r共x兲 =

A共兲 = a共⑀1 cos  + ␦⑀2 sin 兲,

冑 冉

冊

m
ek̂Â共兲
1+
ur共p兲eiSp关兴
QV
2共k · p兲

with
S p关  兴 = − p · x −

冕冉


0

e

共4兲

冊

p · A共⬘兲
A 2共  ⬘兲
− e2
d⬘ . 共5兲
k·p
2共k · p兲

In the free Dirac bispinor ur共p兲, which enters into the Volkov
solutions, p is the asymptotic momentum of the particle outside the laser field, which is generalized naturally to an effective momentum
q=p+

e 2a 2
k
2k · p

共6兲

within the laser field. The zero component Q ⬅ q0, i.e., the
effective energy, already appears in the normalization factor
of the Volkov wave function. We employ a box normalization with a normalization volume V. The effective momentum leads to an effective mass m2* = q2 = m2 + e2a2. We end up
with a modified relativistic energy-momentum relation, Q2
= 兩q兩2 + m2*, which is obtained by expressing the laser-free relation p2 = m2 in terms of Q.
We expand the Volkov solutions in so-called generalized
Bessel functions:

 p,r共x兲 =

冑
+

⬅

The four-vector potential for both linearly and circularly
polarized plane wave fields can be given in a unified notation
as

共3兲

The well-known Volkov wave functions are solutions to this
equation 关29兴; they read 关35兴:

II. THEORETICAL DERIVATION OF THE
BREMSSTRAHLUNG CROSS SECTION
A. Circular polarization

共2兲

冉
冊

⬁

m
兺 exp关− i共q − sk兲 · x兴 Bs0共, 兲
QV s=−⬁

eak̂
关⑀ˆ 1Bs1共, 兲 + ⑀ˆ 2Bs2共, 兲兴 ur共p兲
2k · p

冑

m
E p共x兲ur共p兲.
QV

共7兲

The last line implicitly defines the 共4 ⫻ 4兲-matrix E p共x兲. The
generalized Bessel functions are given by sums over products of Bessel functions of the first kind,
+⬁

共1兲

with linear polarization for ␦ = 0 and circular polarization for
␦ = 1. Plane waves only depend on space and time via the
four-vector product of the wave vector k of the laser field and
the position vector x:
053412-2

Bs0共, 兲

=

兺

inJs−n共兲Jn共兲,

n=−⬁

1 0
0
共, 兲 + Bs+1
共, 兲兴,
Bs1共, 兲 = 关Bs−1
2
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Bs2共, 兲 =

1 0
0
关B 共, 兲 − Bs+1
共, 兲兴.
2i s−1

qf

共8兲

In the circular case, a simplification of the generalized Bessel
function is possible, which leads to a full reduction to ordinary Bessel functions. This is explained in Appendix A in
addition to other properties of Bessel functions. A corresponding simplification for linear polarization is not possible, as pointed out below. The arguments of the generalized
Bessel functions connect the effective four momentum of the
electron with the laser polarization vectors and are defined
by
q · ⑀1
q = − ea
k·q

q · ⑀2
and q = ea
.
k·q

θb

y

kb

共10兲

x

z

FIG. 2. The scattering geometry: The initial electron with four
momentum qi and the laser photons with k are counterpropagating
and 共anti兲parallel to the x axis. The final electron with q f and the
bremsstrahlung photon with kb are projected onto the xy plane in
this figure; thus, only the polar angles  f and b are displayed. The
azimuthal angles are called  f and b, respectively.

There are several approaches to find a solution to the above
equation; one approach is discussed in 关36兴. According to
关30,31兴, we have
G共x2,x1兲 =

冕

p̂ + m
d4 p
Ē p共x1兲,
4 E p共x2兲 2
共2兲
p − m2 + i⑀

共11兲

with the definition of E p according to Eq. 共7兲.
In the limit a → 0, we expect to retrieve the free solutions.
The effective four momentum 共6兲 takes the same value as the
free momentum, q = p. Obviously, the arguments of the
generalized Bessel functions 共9兲 are equal to zero in this
case. Hence, we get Bs0共0 , 0兲 = ␦s0 as it is derived in Appendix
A. The Volkov solution goes over to  p,r共x兲
= 冑m / 共EV兲ur共p兲exp共−ipx兲, the solution of the free Dirac
equation. We see that in this limit E p共x兲 = exp共−ipx兲, the
laser-dressed electron propagator can thus most easily be
written as
a→0

G共x2,x1兲 ——→

冕

1
d4 p
e−ip共x2−x1兲 ,
共2兲4 p̂ − m + i⑀

冕

d4qAY 共q兲exp共− iqx兲,

where the Fourier-transformed Yukawa potential

AY 共q兲 = 2␦共q0兲

S fi = e2

共13兲

冉

冊

− Ze
␦ 0
q + ᐉ−2
2

共14兲

is used to describe the interaction of the electron with the
nucleus of charge −Ze, where −e = 兩e兩 is the charge of a single
proton. The concrete value of the screening length ᐉ depends
on the experimental setup. For ᐉ → ⬁, we of course retrieve
the Coulomb potential 关37兴. The reason why we employ a
screened Yukawa potential is explained below. The fourvector potential of the emitted bremsstrahlung photon with

共x兲
wave vector kb = 共b , kb兲 is written as Ab,

= b, exp共ikb · x兲 / 共冑2bV兲, again in a box normalization. The
integer  can adopt the values 1 and 2 and thus distinguishes
between the two possible polarization directions of the
bremsstrahlung photon.
We can now write down the transition amplitudes for
laser-assisted bremsstrahlung applying Feynman rules for coordinate space to the diagrams in Fig. 1,

共12兲

which clearly is the free electron propagator. At this stage,
we can already conclude that our ansatz will go over to the
free—i.e., Bethe-Heitler—cross section in the limit of a vanishing laser field. Numerical tests of our program fully confirm these formal considerations.
In order to incorporate screening, we employ a Yukawa
potential instead of the more conventional Coulomb potential,
AY 共x兲 = 共2兲−4

k

共9兲

We now must consider the electron propagator G共x2 , x1兲
in a laser field. Electron propagators are Green’s functions to
the Dirac equation, and G共x2 , x1兲 solves the differential equation
共iˆ − eÂ − m兲G共x2,x1兲 = ␦共x2 − x1兲.

θf

qi

冕 冕
d 4x 1

d4x2¯ f 共x2兲兵关− iÂb,共x2兲兴iG共x2,x1兲

⫻关− iÂY 共x1兲兴 + 关− iÂY 共x2兲兴iG共x2,x1兲关− iÂb,共x1兲兴其i共x1兲.
共15兲
We consider a scattering geometry which is of special
interest for experiments, namely the head-on collision of incoming electrons and laser photons 共Fig. 2兲. The fourmomenta are given as follows. For the initial electron, we
have qi = 共Qi , 兩qi 兩 , 0 , 0兲, whereas for the final electron state,
we use q f = 共Q f , 兩q f 兩cos  f , 兩q f 兩sin  f cos  f , 兩q f 兩sin  f sin  f 兲,
and the laser photon has k = 共 , − , 0 , 0兲, whereas
the
bremsstrahlung
photon
is
characterized
by kb = 共b , b cos b , b sin b cos b , b sin b sin b兲. Of

053412-3
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course, 兩qi,f 兩 = 冑Q2i,f − m2*. The polarization vectors must
be orthogonal to the wave vector and to each other
with zero time component in the radiation gauge. Thus,
and b,2 = 共0 ,
we have b,1 = 共0 , 0 , −sin b , cos b兲
−sin b , cos b cos b , cos b sin b兲. The simplest choice for
⑀1 and ⑀2 would be 共0, 0, 1, 0兲 and 共0, 0, 0, 1兲. However, an
equivalent and in fact more convenient choice turns out to be
⑀1 = 共0 , 0 , cos  f , sin  f 兲
and
⑀2 = 共0 , 0 ,
given
by
−sin  f , cos  f 兲. Since the incoming electron and the laser
photons are counterpropagating, qi is perpendicular to the
laser polarization vectors ⑀1 and ⑀2. Hence, we obtain qi
= qi = 0 anyway. Moreover, because of the more sophisticated choice of ⑀1 and ⑀2, we have q f = 0 because it is proportional to q f · ⑀2 = −共q f 兲y · 共⑀2兲y − 共q f 兲z · 共⑀2兲z = 0. Consequently, the 共generalized兲 Bessel functions in the Volkov
states simplify considerably as shown in Appendix A.
The expression for S fi reads as follows:
S fi =

⬁

2iZe3m

␦共q0n兲

兺 兩qn兩2 + ᐉ−2 ūr f共p f 兲
冑2bQiQ f V3 n,s=−⬁

冢

f,p̃ f
共ˆ b,,  p̃ f − q f ,  p̃ f 兲
⫻ M −n−s

⫻

p̃2i − m2*

d =

冣

f

共16兲

p̃ f = q f − 共n + s兲k + kb ,

共17兲

p̃i = qi − sk − kb .

共18兲

+
+

冉
冉

冊

共20兲

⌳

冊

p̂i + m ¯ p̂ f + m
⌳
. 共21兲
2m
2m

The following relations turn out to be useful: Qi兩vi兩 = 兩qi兩,
d3kb = 2bdbd⍀b, d3q f = 兩q f 兩2d兩q f 兩d⍀ f , and Q f dQ f = 兩q f 兩d兩q f 兩.
Two more aspects need to be mentioned. Taking the square
of the S-matrix implies multiplying two ␦ functions with
each other, ␦共q0n兲␦共qn0 兲. Thus, only terms with n = n⬘ contrib⬘
ute. With the help of the well-known substitution 关␦共q0n兲兴2
→ 2T ␦共q0n兲 共see Ref. 关29兴兲, we are able to cancel the factors
of T. We still must integrate over the energy Q f of the final
electron. Together with the remaining ␦ function, this yields
the energy conservation Q f = Qi + n − b. It is straightforward now to write down the differential cross section:
兩q f 兩
d¯
␣共Z␣兲2b 1
=
兺
兺
2
2
d⍀ f d⍀bdb
8
兩qi兩 =1,2 n 共兩qn兩 + ᐉ−2兲2

冋冉 兺 冊
册

The 共4 ⫻ 4兲-matrix M describes the interaction with the
nucleus and the emission of the bremsstrahlung photon, respectively,

冉

i

i f

with the four-momentum transfer onto the nucleus qn = q f
− qi − nk + kb. The intermediate electron momenta are defined
by

M tj,q共X, , 兲 = X +

冉

兺 兩ūr 共p f 兲⌳ur 共pi兲兩2 = Tr
r ,r =1,2

p̃2f − m2*

i,p̃i
M̄ −s
共⑀ˆ b,,  p̃i,  p̃i兲 uri共pi兲

Vd3kb Vd3q f
V
兩S fi兩2
兩vi兩T
共2兲3 共2兲3

with vi being the initial electron velocity.
We consider an unpolarized electron beam. Then, we must
sum over initial and final spins ri and r f . The averaging over
the initial spin ri yields a factor 21 . Summing over final photon polarization as well finally yields the unpolarized differential cross section d¯ = 21 兺ri,r f ,d. If we plug S fi into the
expression for the differential cross section, we can rewrite it
as a trace. For any 共4 ⫻ 4兲-matrix ⌳, a summation over the
magnetic spin projections leads to

e 2a 2
p̃ˆ f −
k̂ + m
2k · p̃ f

i,p̃ f 0
f,p̃i
⫻M̄ −s
共␥ ,  p̃ f ,  p̃ f 兲 + M −n−s
共␥0,  p̃i − q f ,  p̃i兲

e 2a 2
p̃ˆi −
k̂ + m
2k · p̃i

␥0. In the first case, it describes photon emission, in the
second case, M is the interaction matrix with the Yukawa
potential. The other two arguments  and  are given by the
coupling of the electron to the laser field, as detailed in the
parameters defined in Eq. 共9兲.
The differential cross section is calculated with the wellknown formula


Pn,s
共p̂i + m兲

⫻ Tr

s

冉兺 冊

⫻共p̂ f + m兲 ⌰共Q f − m*兲.

e 2a 2
k̂Xk̂ B0t 共, 兲
4共k · p j兲共k · q兲

冊
冊

ea
ea
Xk̂⑀ˆ 1 +
⑀ˆ 1k̂X B1t 共, 兲
2k · q
2k · p j
ea
ea
⑀ˆ 2k̂X B2t 共, 兲.
Xk̂⑀ˆ 2 +
2k · q
2k · p j
共19兲

Here, M is a 共4 ⫻ 4兲 matrix with three indices and three
arguments. The first index j can take the values i and f in
order to differ between the initial and final electron. The
second upper index q is equal to either p̃i or p̃ f according to
the corresponding propagator, whereas t is a summation index for the Bessel functions. The first argument of M, which
is X, constitutes a 共4 ⫻ 4兲-matrix and takes the values ⑀ˆ b, or



s⬘

P̄n,s⬘

共22兲

The step function ensures that the energy of the outgoing
electron is always greater than its rest mass. This is in close

is equal to the
analogy to the Bethe-Heitler formula. Pn,s
expression in the large parentheses in Eq. 共16兲, and we sup
on all of its arguments except
press the dependence of Pn,s
for the summation indices n, s, and .
The above cross section is differential in the directions of
both the final electron and the emitted bremsstrahlung photon and in the energy b of the bremsstrahlung photon. For
any experimental test, the electron and the photon would
have to be detected in coincidence, and this provides for a
considerable challenge. Moreover, we are mainly interested
in the bremsstrahlung photon; the electron is just used to
“create” it. So, we integrate the differential cross section

053412-4
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over d⍀ f to get a cross section which is only differential in
the direction of the emitted bremsstrahlung photon and in its
energy:
d¯
=
d⍀bdb

冕

d⍀ f

d¯
.
d⍀ f d⍀bdb

共23兲

Of course, this integration can only be done numerically; we
employ a Gaussian integration routine. In the following, we
use the term total cross section for the quantity given on the
left-hand side of Eq. 共23兲, which is differential only in the
variables of the emitted bremsstrahlung photon 共angles and
energy兲. If we use the term differential cross section, we refer
to the quantity given on the left-hand side of Eq. 共22兲, which
is differential in the variables of the final electron state and
of the emitted bremsstrahlung photon.
At this point, we insert a little detour and focus on the
evaluation of the trace. Using well-known properties of
␥-matrices, traces like the one in Eq. 共22兲 can be rewritten as
normal four-vector products. However, tracing out an expression like Tr关â1â2 ¯ ân兴 a priori yields 共n − 1兲!! terms 关38兴.
On the other hand, doing the matrix multiplication within the
trace explicitly just give 64共n − 1兲 terms 共each matrix has 16
entries, hence one matrix multiplication gives 16 times 4
terms兲. Although it is counterintuitive at first glance, it turns
out that we end up with less terms to calculate doing explicit
matrix multiplication when the number of matrices in the
trace is greater than or equal to 10. In our case, we have 16
matrices to multiply which corresponds to more than 2 million terms if we trace them out. Doing the matrix multiplication, we end up with just 576 terms. That is the reason why
we choose a plain numerical implementation of the
␥-matrices 共in the Dirac representation兲 and calculate all
traces by explicit matrix multiplication.
Resonances in the cross section occur whenever the intermediate electron is on-shell, i.e., p̃2f = m2* or p̃2i = m2*. We define ñ and ñb by k = ñ and kb = bñb. Then, the on-shell
condition yields
q f · ñ
b
= 共n + s兲

q f · ñb − 共n + s兲k · ñb

共24兲

for p̃ f and the first propagator and
qi · ñ
b
=s

sk · ñb − qi · ñb

an infinitely large space-time volume in Eq. 共15兲.
We implement an imaginary mass shift to get finite resonance peaks 关23,30兴, m → m − i⌫m / 2 with

共25兲

for p̃i. If we especially choose ñb = ñ, the two equations simplify to b /  = n + s and b /  = −s. Hence, the resonances
occur at integer multiples of the laser frequency or, in other
words, we obtain harmonic radiation 关39兴. The physical nature of the resonances can be explained as follows. When the
frequency of the emitted photon satisfies the on-shell relation
共24兲 or 共25兲, the second order process described by the diagrams in Fig. 1 splits into two successive first-order processes: laser-induced Compton scattering and laser-assisted
Coulomb scattering, and thus perturbation theory breaks
down. In the presence of the laser field, the electron can emit
radiation even without interacting with the Coulomb field.
Without regularization, the cross section is infinite at a resonance. This singular behavior results from integration over

⌫m共k · p̃兲 =

p̃0
W␥共k · p̃兲,
m

共26兲

where p̃0 is the zero component of the four momentum p̃ of
the intermediate electron in the denominator of the propagators in Eq. 共16兲. W␥ with argument 共k · p̃兲 is the total probability of photon emission by an electron with fourmomentum p̃ in a laser field with laser photons possessing
four momentum k. It is crucial to also introduce an imaginary
energy shift ⌫˜E / 2 so that a modified on-shell condition can
be restored,
共Ẽ − i⌫˜E/2兲2 = 共m − i⌫m/2兲2 + q2 .

共27兲

To first order, we find ⌫˜E = m ⌫m. We define the shifted effecẼ
tive four momentum q⌫ = 关Q − i共m / Q兲⌫m共k · q兲 / 2 , q兴.
W␥ is derived in 关29兴 for circular polarization and can be
approximated by a linear function of 共k · p̃兲 to a very high
accuracy in our range of interest. This will become clear
from the later discussion. Thus, it turns out that ⌫m
= ba共k · p̃兲. The slope ba depends on the laser intensity a. In
the limit of small a, our results agree with 关32,40兴.
The shifted electron propagator then reads 共to first order
in ⌫m兲
p̃2f − m2* → 关q⌫f − 共n + s兲k + kb兴2 − m2* + im⌫m共k · p̃ f 兲
= − 2共n + s兲q f · k + 2q f · kb − 2共n + s兲k · kb
+i

m
⌫m共k · q f 兲共共n + s兲 − b兲 + im⌫m共k · kb兲,
Qf
共28兲

because k · p̃ f = k · q f + k · kb and ⌫m is assumed linear in its
argument. For the second propagator, one easily obtains the
corresponding result 关for f → i in the first line of Eq. 共28兲兴.
Some remarks are in order regarding the inclusion of the
finite widths of the intermediate states in the Dirac-Volkov
propagator, as suggested in 关12,23,32兴 and explicitly used for
the numerical evaluation performed in 关26兴. First, we recall
that our calculation is valid only if the electron spends
enough time in the region where the laser field is present. For
our approach to be correct, this time period should be much
larger than the period of the laser field and the spatial extent
of the laser focus region should be much larger than the laser
wavelength. In this case, it is permissible to use the employed approximation of a laser pulse of infinite duration
共continuous-wave兲 and of infinite spatial extension. In the
regime of short laser pulses, our approximation breaks down,
and another approach is called for. A pulsed laser field can in
principle be dealt with by the same theoretical framework as
is used in this paper, since Volkov wave functions exist also
for laser vector potentials of the form
A共兲 = ag共兲共⑀1 cos  + ␦⑀2 sin 兲,

共29兲

where g共兲 is an envelope function. Laser-induced Compton
scattering in a pulsed laser field for the case when g共兲 is a
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slowly varying function was treated in 关41兴. For the radiative
corrections, implemented by including ⌫m in the propagator
denominator, to be the dominant regularization mechanism,
it is crucial that the electron is allowed to travel in the laser
field for a time span  longer than 1 / ⌫m before 共or after兲
scattering at the Coulomb field. If this is not the case, the
electron will not have enough time to radiate independently
of the Coulomb interaction, and the peaks will necessarily
disappear. As will follow from Fig. 3, in the regime of parameters we are considering we have ⌫m ⬃ . The electron
travels in the laser field over many wavelengths by assumption, and thus  Ⰷ 1 / ⌫m as required. We also note that in an
actual experiment, other external parameters, such as frequency width of the laser ⌬ and width of the energy distribution of the incoming electron ⌬E, may additionally provide for a cutoff for the resonances. For the radiative
corrections to dominate as damping mechanism here, it is
required that ⌬E and ⌬ are smaller than ⌫m. In our example
later, where ⌫m ⬃ ,  = 1.17 eV and E = 5.11 MeV, this condition may be difficult to realize for ⌬E.
Returning to the discussion of the resonance conditions, it
turns out that one can find a specific scattering angle  f of the
final electron so that the momentum transfer qn onto the
nucleus is zero. This leads to momentum conservation q f
= qi + nk − kb which is equivalent to qi · kb = nq f · k. This, in
turn, is equal to the on-shell constraints 共24兲 and 共25兲 if we
express it only in terms of qi or q f . Formally, it results in
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 The imaginary mass shift ⌫m is a linear
function of k · p as is clear from the upper diagram. The calculated
values are marked with a star. Hence, it can be approximated by a
linear function ⌫m = ba共k · p兲 and can easily be implemented in the
numerical evaluation of the cross section. The dependence of the
slope ba on the laser intensity a is shown in the lower diagram.

main differences in comparison to circular polarization.
We obtain linear polarization for ␦ = 0 in the laser fourvector potential Eq. 共1兲,
A = a⑀1 cos  .

B. Linear polarization

So far, we have just considered the case of a circularly
polarized laser field. The case of linear polarization is discussed in 关26兴. Hence, we will rather shortly point out the

a = 20 MeV

3M
ba = 0.06

共30兲

for 兩qn兩 = 0. Hence, if we employed a Coulomb potential, we
would get a singularity at every resonance in the total cross
section 共integration over d⍀ f 兲. The screened Coulomb or
Yukawa potential avoids this by implementing the screening
length ᐉ. The Yukawa potential is a modified Coulomb potential for small momentum transfer. The screening length ᐉ,
however, enters the theoretical formalism as an external parameter which must be deduced from the experimental setup.
Since we must assume the Yukawa potential to be only a
minor correction to the Coulomb potential for small momentum transfer, we expect ᐉ to be a macroscopic quantity. A
bremsstrahlung experiment will never be the scattering of an
electron at a single nucleus, but will always take place in a
space with few nuclei. The mean free path length of a particle in a medium vacuum is a physically well-motivated
choice for ᐉ, in which case we typically have ᐉ ⬇ 0.1 m or, in
natural units, ᐉ = 5 ⫻ 1011 MeV−1, although there is no a priori fixation for particular geometries. At first glance, it is
rather counterintuitive that a macroscopic quantity as ᐉ can
effect quantum mechanical experiments. It might be of interest that similar incidents are known in collision and particle
physics 共for reference, see footnote 29 in Chap. 3, p. 91 or
Chap. 6.3, p. 259 of Ref. 关42兴兲.

2×10 -5 a = 80 MeV

ba

Γm [MeV]

3×10 -5

ba [MeV -1]

d¯
→⬁
d⍀bdb

4×10 -5

共31兲

The effective momentum q which naturally arises when calculating the Volkov solutions now reads
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e 2a 2
k.
4k · p

10 48

共32兲

The expansion of the Volkov solutions leads to a different
kind of generalized Bessel functions. They are defined by
⬁

As0共␣, ␤兲 =

a = 0 (Bethe-Heitler)
a = 30 MeV (circular polarization)
a = 30 MeV (linear polarization)

10 42

dσ/(dΩb dωb) [MeV -3]

q=p+

兺 J2k+s共␣兲Jk共␤兲,
k=−⬁

10 36
10 30
10 24
10 18
10 12
10 6

N−1
N−1
AsN共␣, ␤兲 = 21 关As−1
共␣, ␤兲 + As+1
共␣, ␤兲兴.

共33兲

10 0

The difference between A0 in the linear and B0 in the circular
case seems to be small. However, it turns out that A0 cannot
be reduced to a normal Bessel function as B0 关43兴. Thus, the
numerical evaluation in the linear case is more demanding
than in the circular one since we must evaluate one more
infinite sum, namely the sum over k in the definition of A0.
The final formula describing bremsstrahlung in a linear
laser field looks very similar to the one for circular polarization. The 共4 ⫻ 4兲-matrix M in Eq. 共19兲 describing the interaction with the nucleus and the emission of the bremsstrahlung photon, respectively, is modified in the following way:
M tj,q共X, , 兲 = XA0t 共, 兲 +

冉
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冊

0.001
0

ea
ea
+
Xk̂⑀ˆ 1 +
⑀ˆ 1k̂X A1t 共, 兲.
2k · q
2k · p j
共34兲
The steps leading to this result are the same as in the circular
case. The calculations in the circular case are lengthier because more terms are involved; however, we would like to
reemphasize that the numerical evaluation with linear polarization is more demanding.
We also note that the on-shell conditions in Eq. 共24兲 and
Eq. 共25兲 for the intermediate electron do not depend on the
polarization of the laser. However, since the definitions of the
effective four momenta are different for the two polarizations
according to Eq. 共6兲 and Eq. 共32兲, resonances do not occur at
the same frequencies in general. Only for the special case of
kb 储 k, the resonances for both cases will coincide because
then the dependence of Eq. 共24兲 and Eq. 共25兲 on the effective
momenta vanish 共because of q f,i · kb = p f,i · kb兲.
Mass and energy regularization are implemented in the
same way as described for circular polarization.

1

2

ωb/ω

3

4

5

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 The total cross section for an emission
angle b = 179° of the bremsstrahlung photon. The lower diagram is
a close-up of the upper diagram. Linear and circular polarization of
the laser yield basically the same results. The background radiation
in the laser-assisted cases is larger as the laser-free cross section.
The screened Coulomb potential leads to finite values at the resonances. These are marked by stars.

strahlung photon frequency b scaled by the laser frequency
. The stars appearing in the graphs indicate the calculated
values at these points; especially, they indicate the finite
value of the cross section exactly at the resonances in the
spectra in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In Sec. III B, we set the amplitude a of the laser four-vector potential to 30 MeV. This
corresponds to a laser intensity I = 共a兲2 of 7.58
⫻ 1020 W / cm2 in SI units 关44兴 or, expressed in a frequently
used, dimensionless parameter, 兩e 兩 a / m = 17.79.
A. Implementation of the imaginary mass shift

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We present some examples of the total cross section 共23兲,
considering the same parameters as in 关26兴, namely a neodymium laser with a frequency of  = 1.17 eV, an energy of the
initial electron of 10.0 times its rest mass m outside the laser
field and a single proton 共Z = 1兲 as a nucleus. As mentioned
above, we employ qi / 兩qi兩 = −k / . In all of the following figures, the solid line refers to the laser-free 共i.e., Bethe-Heitler兲
cross section, and cross sections in a circular laser field are
denoted by a dashed line, whereas dotted-dashed lines denote
linear polarization. The x axis of the spectra is the brems-

In order to regularize the electron propagators, we must
calculate the imaginary mass shift ⌫m 共26兲. The upper graph
of Fig. 3 verifies our prior assertion: ⌫m is indeed a linear
function of 共k · p兲 in our range of interest, 共k · p兲
⬍ O共10−4 MeV2兲. Hence, it can be rewritten as ⌫m = ba共k · p兲
with ba being the slope of the regression line.
The upper graph of Fig. 3 can only be used for a fixed
laser intensity. If we are interested in the change of ⌫m with
varying laser amplitude a, we get the lower graph. Here, we
plotted the slope ba of the regression line versus the laser
intensity a because the slope does not depend on 共k · p兲. Our
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 In this diagram, the bremsstrahlung photon is emitted with an angle b = 1°, i.e. bremsstrahlung photon and
laser photons are almost antiparallel. The resonances in the linear
case survive much longer than in the circular case. The background
radiation in both cases is several orders of magnitude smaller than
in the laser-free case. This is in contrast to Fig. 4 where we consider
an emission angle b = 179° of the bremsstrahlung photon.

results agree with the low-intensity calculations reported in
Refs. 关32,40兴.
For the implementation of ⌫m into the propagators, it is
useful to find a function describing the curve ba in Fig. 3
approximately. We find that the empirical ansatz ba = c1冑a
+ c2a + c3a3 with the three parameters c1, c2, and c3 is rather
suitable and we find

Linear
Circular

c1 共MeV−3/2兲

c2 共MeV−2兲

c3 共MeV−4兲

−1.12⫻ 10−3
−6.83⫻ 10−3

3.29⫻ 10−3
7.23⫻ 10−3

−3.48⫻ 10−8
−1.44⫻ 10−7

B. Total cross sections

We first discuss the spectrum for an emission angle b
= 179° of the bremsstrahlung photon. From our formal considerations, we expect the emission of harmonics for this
scattering geometry. This can clearly be seen in Fig. 4. We
note that the spectra for linear and circular polarization are
not only qualitatively but also quantitatively very similar,
especially for increasing b. This is due to the fact that the
dependence on the laser polarization vectors ⑀1 and ⑀2 vanishes for the Compton part M共⑀ˆ b ,  , 兲 关Eq. 共19兲兴 for this
specific scattering geometry 关45兴. The resonances disappear
after 13 peaks and the laser-assisted cross sections almost
coincide with the laser free, namely Bethe-Heitler cross section. From a mathematical point of view, 共generalized兲
Bessel functions suppress the peaks because their indices become considerably larger than their arguments with increasing b as explained in Appendix A.
The next spectrum in Fig. 5 is basically the same as the
one before, with the only difference that the bremsstrahlung
photon is emitted nearly antiparallel to the laser photons,
b = 1°. Resonances for linear and circular polarization do not
appear at the same frequency b; their position can easily be
calculated with Eq. 共24兲 and Eq. 共25兲. Two main differences
compared to the previous spectrum attract attention. First,

the resonances for circular polarization disappear rather
quickly, whereas they survive much longer in the linear case.
And second, the background radiation for both polarizations
is several magnitudes smaller than in the laser-free case. The
main contributions to the cross section 共22兲 at a resonance
come from the summands with 兩qn兩 equal or close to zero as
is clear from the previously described considerations. This
means that there is effectively no momentum transfer onto
the nucleus; hence, there is no Coulomb scattering. The matrix element S fi reduces to a matrix element describing photon emission by an electron in a laser field. This explains the
height and the structure of the resonances, in particular the
exponential decay of the resonances seen in Fig. 4, as shown
in 关26兴.
In Fig. 5, the cross section for linear polarization shows
many resonances which indicates that the whole process can
be understood mainly in terms of laser-assisted Compton
scattering. This is in sharp contrast to the circular case,
where the background radiation generated by Coulomb scattering takes over after just two resonances and the resonances die away quickly.
C. Peculiar phenomena of the differential cross section

We now investigate the fully differential cross section
given in Eq. 共22兲. We fix the frequency b according to the
two cases of 共i兲 a bremsstrahlung photon being exactly on
the first resonance according to Eq. 共25兲 and 共ii兲 being exactly in the middle between the first and second resonance.
As we consider the differential cross section, the direction of
the outgoing electron also must be determined. Our conventions imply that  f = 0° corresponds to forward scattering of
the electron and  f = 180° corresponds to backward scattering. The results of the calculations 共b = 179° 兲 can be seen in
Fig. 6.
The striking feature is in all cases the step at a
= 33.7 MeV for circular and at a = 47.7 MeV for linear laser
polarization. At this point, the differential cross section with
 f = 0° fall off to very low values 共not shown in the graphs兲,
whereas the ones with  f = 180° increase suddenly from very
low to quite significant values. In other words, we basically
get forward scattering of the electron up to a = 33.7 MeV or
a = 47.7 MeV, respectively, afterwards the electron is mostly
scattered backwards.
The explanation of this unexpected behavior is in fact
quite easy and intuitive. Going back to the definition of the
effective momentum and considering only the x component
共the direction of the x axis was defined according to the
direction of the incident electron兲, we obtain
qxi = pxi −

e 2a 2
.
2k · pi

共35兲

For small a, qxi is a positive number; however, with increasing a, qxi becomes smaller and finally changes sign. The intuitive explanation of that effect is that the electron stops or
travels backwards relative to the laser field for certain a. If it
stops, the electron cannot be detected and the cross section
goes to zero. The laser intensity a0 at which this happens can
be calculated as
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angles for the effective four momentum q f . In order to compare our results with an experiment, we must convert q f to a
real four momentum p f , which amounts to solving Eq. 共6兲 for
p f . Owing to k · q f = k · p f , this is easy, p f = q f − e2a2 / 共2k · q f 兲k
for circular polarization and p f = q f − e2a2 / 共4k · q f 兲k for linear
polarization.
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 These graphs show the dependence of the
differential cross section on the laser amplitude a. Therefore the
frequency of the bremsstrahlung photon is fixed to be exactly on the
first resonance according to Eq. 共25兲 in the upper graph and to be
exactly in the middle between the first and second resonance in the
lower graph. In all cases, the bremsstrahlung photon is emitted with
an angle b = 179°. The dip 共dotted lines兲 in the cross sections at
a = 33.7 MeV for circular and at a = 47.7 MeV for linear polarization is due to zero effective momentum of the electron in the laser
field.

!

0= pxi −
=

e2a20
 ⇔ a0 =
2k · pi

冑冑

⬇

冑

2pxi 共k · pi兲
e 2

2 E2i − m2共Ei + 冑E2i − m2兲
e2

2␥m
e

for electrons with Ei = ␥m Ⰷ m.

共36兲

The corresponding calculation for linear polarization yields
an additional factor 冑2: a0 = 2冑2␥m / e. In our case, ␥ = 10.0
which yields a0 = 33.7 MeV for circular and a0 = 47.7 MeV
for linear polarization.
We note that the total, i.e., the integrated cross section
over d3q f will cover up the jump at a0; only at off-resonance
frequencies b, some traces of the jump might be detectable
as the lower graph of Fig. 6 indicates. In the evaluation of
the total cross section, we use the equality d3q f = d3 p f . However, in the differential cross section, we must specify the

Our goal in this paper was the evaluation of laser-assisted
bremsstrahlung for—in principle—arbitrary laser amplitude
a. In that case, as shown in Appendix B, we do not expect
any recollision effects of the electron and the nucleus.
Hence, a semiclassical model such as the three-step model
cannot be applied for the analysis of this process. Rather, we
must apply the S-matrix formalism of QED. The solutions of
the Dirac equation in an external field lead to the initial and
final states, the so-called Volkov states Eq. 共4兲, and an intricate Dirac-Volkov propagator Eq. 共11兲. In order to make a
numerical evaluation feasible, we must expand the Volkov
solutions in plane waves. This leads us to the generalized
Bessel functions in Eqs. 共8兲 and 共33兲 and slowly convergent
sums.
In order to obtain finite values at the resonances, two
conceptual challenges must be addressed. 共i兲 We regularize
the electron propagator by introducing an imaginary mass
and energy shift according to Eqs. 共26兲 and 共27兲. 共ii兲 Furthermore, the Coulomb photon also had to be regularized, and
this was done by employing a screened Coulomb potential,
as given in Eq. 共14兲. As an outlook, it would be interesting to
compare the results here with calculations employing a finite
laser pulse and an energy spread of the initial electron energy, since this would provide a natural cutoff for the resonances. This would require a slightly different approach,
similar to the treatment of laser-induced Compton scattering
performed in 关41兴.
We calculate the total probability W␥ of photon emission
by an electron in a laser field up to laser amplitudes a
= 100 MeV, see Fig. 3. This corresponds to intensities of
8.54⫻ 1021 W / cm2 with our choice of  = 1.17 eV. This process has only been evaluated for rather small laser intensities
so far 关32,40兴. Our results, including the various regularizations, also constitute a necessary step toward any higherorder processes involving electron propagators in an external
plane wave field.
The spectra Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for the emission angles b
= 179° and 1° of the bremsstrahlung photon show the general
structure we expect from theoretical considerations. It can
easily be shown that we always get harmonics in the rest
frame of the electron in a very good approximation. In the
laboratory frame however, a significant number of harmonics
only appears for parallel propagation of the bremsstrahlung
photon and laser photons according to Eqs. 共24兲 and 共25兲.
This condition is fulfilled for b = 179° 共see Fig. 2兲. From the
point of view of the initial electron, the bremsstrahlung photon is backscattered then; it is forward scattered relative to
the laser photons. For this particular scattering geometry, circular and linear laser polarization yield almost the same
spectrum because the dependence on the laser polarization
vectors vanish for the Compton part.
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In general, the Doppler effect implies that the greater the
angle b is, the smaller is the spacing between the resonances. The contributions to the cross section with zeromomentum transfer onto the nucleus 兩qn兩 = 0 determine the
height and structure of the resonances. Hence, Coulomb scattering can be neglected for a qualitative understanding at
these particular points and the basic process taking place is
laser-assisted Compton scattering 关8,26兴.
To conclude, let us remark that a closer look at a curious
feature of the fully differential cross section reveals that if
we fix all parameters and only vary the laser amplitude a, we
observe a sharp step in the cross section at a = 33.7 MeV for
circular and at a = 44.7 MeV for linear polarization, respectively. In an intuitive picture, this step corresponds to exactly
that intensity at which the electron is classically at rest relative to the laser field.
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with the three generalized Bessel functions Bs0共 , 兲,
Bs1共 , 兲, and Bs2共 , 兲 which are defined in Eq. 共8兲. In this
particular case, the infinite sum over the product of the two
Bessel functions in the definition of Bs0 can be reduced to a
single Bessel function with the help of Graf’s addition theorem 关46兴,
Js共z兲

冉

x − ye−i
x − yei

冊

+⬁

共1/2兲s

=

APPENDIX A: GENERALIZED BESSEL FUNCTIONS

冉 冊兺
x
2

n ⬁

j=0

冉冊

共− 1兲 j
x
j!⌫共j + n + 1兲 2

2j

.

共A1兲

+⬁

兺 i Js共z兲exp共is兲,
s

s=−⬁

+⬁

exp共iz sin 兲 =

兺 Js共z兲exp共is兲.

共A2兲

共A5兲

Similar expressions can be found for every infinite sum over
any product of the three generalized Bessel functions.
An asymptotic expansion of Bessel functions of large order 共n → ⬁兲 and fixed argument x is 关47兴

We consider only Bessel functions with integer index so that
we can write ⌫共j + n + 1兲 = 共j + n兲!. They possess the JacobiAnger expansion
exp共iz cos 兲 =

␦=0

0
0
0
共␣, ␤兲Bn+t
共␥, ␦兲 = Bs−t
共␣ − ␥, ␤兲.
兺 Bn+s
n=−⬁

A definition of Bessel functions of the first kind is

共A4兲

with z = 共x2 + y 2 − 2xy cos 兲1/2 and 兩ye±i兩 ⬍ 兩x兩. If we apply
this to Bs0, we obtain Bs0共 , 兲 = J−s共冑2 + 2兲共 −−−+ii 兲共1/2兲s. Using
well-known properties of Bessel functions, it is easy to prove
0
共 , 兲 = Bs0共− , 兲. Similar
that Bs0*共 , 兲 = Bs0共 , −兲 and B−s
1
2
relations also hold for Bs and Bs .
Sum rules can be found for generalized Bessel functions
by repeated use of Graf’s addition theorem. Here, we will
just consider the special case that occurs if one argument of
one of the generalized Bessel functions is zero. This is sufficient in our case because of our choice of the polarization
vectors and  f = 0. Then, we obtain
+⬁

Jn共x兲 =

Js+n共x兲Jn共y兲ein
兺
n=−⬁

Jn共x兲 ⬃

1

冉 冊

ex
冑2n 2n

n

.

共A6兲

From this relation, we can conclude that Bessel functions
decrease very rapidly if 兩n兩 ⬎ 兩x兩. In our numerical evaluation,
we use this property to find summation limits up to which we
must sum and then truncate the infinite sum. Only because of
this behavior, it is possible to numerically calculate the laserdressed bremsstrahlung cross section.

s=−⬁

APPENDIX B: CLASSICAL TRAJECTORY OF A
CHARGED PARTICLE IN A LASER FIELD

Hence, we can easily expand
+⬁

exp共i sin  + i cos 兲 =

We start from the relativistic equation of motion for a
charged particle in a laser field,

兺 Bs0共, 兲exp共is兲,
s=−⬁

m

+⬁

cos  exp共i sin  + i cos 兲 =

兺

Bs1共, 兲exp共is兲,

s=−⬁

+⬁

sin  exp共i sin  + i cos 兲 =

兺 Bs2共, 兲exp共is兲,

s=−⬁

共A3兲

du共兲
= − eFu共兲.
d

共B1兲

u is the four velocity,  is the proper time, and F = A
− A is the field-strength tensor with A共兲 = a共␦⑀1 cos 
+ ⑀2 sin 兲. We solve this differential equation for an arbitrary polarization ␦ in the same way as in 关48兴 for linear
polarization. The resulting trajectory depends on the initial
four velocity u共0兲 and the laser phase ,
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⑀
u共0兲
ea
ea
 + ␦共sin  − 兲 1 − 共cos  − 1兲
k · u共0兲
m
k · u共0兲 m

Since we consider relativistic intensities, the drift velocity
ជ field must not be neglected. An electron
induced by the B
which is initially at rest travels approximately 1.6
⫻ 106 MeV−1 during one laser cycle due to the drift velocity.
If we compare this with the first Bohr radius a0 = 1 / 共Z␣me兲
⬇ 270 MeV−1 共Z = 1 , a = 30 MeV兲, we see that this distance is
roughly 6000 times greater than the Bohr radius. Hence, to a
very good approximation, there is only one interaction between electron and nucleus possible. Recollision processes
can be neglected.

x 共  兲 =

⫻

冉

⑀2
ea
−
␦⑀1 · u共0兲共sin  − 兲 − ⑀2 · u共0兲
k · u共0兲 m

⫻共cos  − 1兲 −
+ 共6␦ + 2兲兴

冊

ea
关共␦ − 1兲sin共2兲 − 8␦ sin 
8m

k
.
关k · u共0兲兴2

共B2兲
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